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NEW MEXICAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 1910

OL. 47.
MILLS PREDICTS

IE

ROOSEVELT
UNITY

GHRISTjAH

AT

PIN03 WELLS TO

ED1NBURG

Secretary of Interior Approves His Epistle Aroused Much Enthusiasm Among the
Another Big Batch of Lieu
Land Selections.
Delegates.
Governor Mills telegraphed the
today from Washington as
follows:
"The enabling act is sure ot pass
age in the Senate very shortly. It is.
unfinished 'business from 2 o clock
Thursday afternoon on. The House
will concur.
Lieu Land Selections Approved.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien
was notified by Secretary of the Interior R. A. Ballinger today that
acres, List No. 6, of territorial
lieu land selections in Colfax and
Union counties in the Clayton land
district, has been approved.
Incendiarism Charged.
Tlhe Mounted Police were notified
today by Rebecca S. Garcia, who is in
business at Pinos Wells, Torrance
county, that one Jose Y. Chaves who
has charge of rooms in her building,
bought half a can of coal oil and then
deliberately set fire to the building.
She asks for immediate investigation
by the Mounted Police and prosecution of the alleged incendiary by the

Edinburgh,

Scotland,

June

16.

territory.
Deputy Game and Fish Wardens.
Game and Fish W'arden Thomas P.
Gable today appointed the following
deputies: Robert W. Denny and
Charles H. Coulter of Raton, and
Charles H. Berry of Tres Piedras,
Taos county.
Notaries Public Appointed.
Acting Governor Nathan Jaffa today
appointed David B. Cole of Cimarron.
Colfax county, and Rafael Romero of
Mora county, notaries public.
Corporation Laws Compiled.
C. F. Kanem of the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa has
compiled the New Mexico corporation
laws and forms and will have the publication from press the latter part of

July.

A

r,

of Time for Socorro Company.
Upon application of the receiver of
the Socorro Company, whose original
application for water rights was
granted on January 4, 1906, by David
M. White, then territorial engineer,
until May 26, 1913, was given for the
completion of the project at ElmenTerritorial
dorf, Socorro county, by
mittee.
Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan. The
and
2 and 3
Nos.
are
applications
therefore among the first to be filed. ARSENATE OF LEAD
KILLS BOLL WEEVIL.
They propose to take 97 cubic feet
and 286 second feet respectively out
of the Rio Grande at Elmendorf to It's Good for Spraying Fruit Trees
reclaim 26,780 acres.'
and Should Be More Generally
'
Increase in Number of Applications.
Used.
Contrary to expectations, there has
heen an increase in the number of apBaton Rouge, La., June 16. That
plications for irrigation and power
experiments with arsenate of
repeated
projects since Territorial Engineer lead have proved conclusively that
Vernon L. Sullivan is enforcing a rule
chemical is one of protection
that a bond guaranteeing construction this
toTo against boll weevil, is the assertion
be filed with every application.
of
William
of
Newell,
secretary
day
filed
date 470 applications have been
commission.
Louisiana
the
pest
Crop
for water rights in the office of the Newell
issued a bulletin advising the
Territorial Engineer, who ha3 just
cotton
planters to employ this prepcompiled and completed a ready refaration.
350
these
of
first
erence list to the
applications, giving name of appli- cants, location, amount of water ask- ed for, number of acres to be covered, horsepower to he developed, and
Extension

other data.

TELLS

TWO KILLED BY EXPLOSION
IN GRANT COUNTY.
A special from Stein's, Grant county, to the Silver City Independent
says:
"As a result of a dynamite explo
sion at this place, where the South
ern Pacific is operating a quarry and
rock crusher, Alberto Garcia, a la
borer, died Friday at Tucson, Ariz,
where (he was taken as soon as pos
sible after the accident, and Jose Cor
tez, a fellow workman o Garcia's,
'
was killed instantly.
"The cause of the explosion is un-- l
to be
known, but it is expected
to
light later, possibly
brought
through the medium of a coroner's
inquest. The Southern Pacific has between 300 and 400 men employed at
the quarry and rock cruslier in the
preparation of material for ballasting
the main line, and dynamite is constantly used.
"Officials of the company state that
the holes were properly drilled and
that the dynamite and fuses were
rightly arranged. They cannot account, therefore, for the premature
explosion, they say.
"Garcia, though apparently dying,
was placed on a train and taken to
Tucson for treatment He was frightfully injured. His head wa3 crushed,
his head and stomach torn, his legs
badly hurt and one broken, and his
arms lacerated."
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June 16. The
Washington,
statehood bill passed the Sen- ate as amended. The bill dif- fers from the House measure
and must go to conference un- less the House should concur
in the Senate measure.

HEAVY

X
X
X

Vice-Preside-

ing

the penitentiary

100,000

acres was

adopted. It had been omitted by oversight. Senator Beveridge explained
the Arizona election law and Governor
Kibbey's veto. Bailey said: "Is it not
the same as the Maine law?" Senator
Beveridge explained that the bill that
will pass will be the house bill with
the Senate amendments that the con
stitutions will be submitted to Con
gress and repealing the Arizona elec
tion law, which disfranchises Mexican
voters. The friends of statehood fear
that the conference committee may
never agree.
Fort Sumner Bill Passes.
The Fort Sumner land office bill
passed the Senate. Frabier, Demo
crat, is now making a speech.
May Oust Newell.

Washington, D. C, June 16. The
House bill increasing the engineer
corps of the army which carries a provision that he would permit the President to supersede, with an army engineer, Director F. H. Newell, of the
reclamation service, was reported to
the Senate today by the committee on
military affairs. A minority report
will be filed by Senator Dixon.

i

Two Cities Must Make Good.

Washington, D. C, June 16. Both
San Francisco and New Orleans must
raise $1,500,000 before they can hope
to receive the government's endorsement for their expositions in celebra
tion of the completion of the Panama
canal. The House committee on. for
eign affairs today decided not to invite

foreign 'nations to participate until
these conditions are eomnlied with.
Conservation Bill Passes.
Washington, June 16. With
provided for the completion of
irrigation projects and various other
amendments the house bill authorizing the withdrawal of public lauds by
the president passed the Senate yesterday. A number of other amendments presented, but none of importance was adopted. Among the more
important provisions rejected were an
amendment by Beveridge withdrawing from entry the coal lands of
Alaska and one by Gore bringing
friar lands of the Philippines within
the operation of the general land laws
of those islands. There was no roll
call on the final passage of the bill.
Statehood Bill Called Up.
The Senate at 5:30 yesterday afternoon finally passed the conservation
bilH and the statehood bill was immediately called up and made unfinish
ed business. The Senate then adjourned until 12 noon today, when the
statehood bill will have the right of
way.
Beveridge Explains His Bill.
Washington, D. C, June 16. (Bulletin. The statehood "bill was taken
Senup by the Senate this afternoon.
ator Beveridge entered on an expla-- !
nation of the terms of the measure
compared with those of the statehood
bill passed by the House.. In explain-jin- g
that the indebtedness of New Mex-- i
ico and Arizona and counties amounted to about $7,000,000, he said that the
House had donated 3,000,000 acres to
each of the proposed states for its payment. The Senate committee on territories, however, reduced the sum in
each case to 1,000,000 acres, believing
that the national government is under
no obligation to pay the debts of
either territory and their counties,
Pointing out the difference of the two
bills on polygamy, Beveridge contended that the Senate provisions will be
more efficacious. He also urged the
importance of the Senate provision requiring that the schools be conducted
in the English language.
This is
specially desired in order to break up
the solidarity of the Spanish speaking people.

The Tremors Lasted for
Hours and Twenty-Thre- e

sun
After a Season of Hiding It Twenty Lives Reported Lost
in Rivers of SwitzerRenews Its Pernicious
land
Activity
DYNAMITE WRECKS TENEMENT PROPERTY

New York, June 16. The explosion
of a dynamite bomb in a hallway of a
First Avenue tenement, today wrecked tlhe first floor of the interior. One
hundred and fifty occupants of the
building fled to the fire escapes when
they found the stairway blocked by
FELT debris and the firemen had to remove
the majority by means of ladders. The
explosion is believed to be the work
Two of black handers who have been writing threatening letters to a barber
who conducts a shop in tlhe building.
The bomb blew away a great part of
the barber shop walls.

earth
Washington, June 16. An
quake of considerable intensity and
duration occurred this morning at a
distance approximately four thousand
miles from Washington, according to
the seismographs at Georgetown Uni
versity. The shocks began at 1:48
a. m. and continued two hours and
twenty-thre- e
minutes. The preliminary tremors were followed by two
heavy shocks, followed by three lesser shocks. The movements wer nearly east and west.
trie
Shocks.
Felt
Spain
16.
June
Madrid,
Earthquake
shocks of varying duration from four
to ten seconds ere felt this morning
here and points in Andalusia. In
a number of houses were
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Plans Well Under Way for
Exhibit for Agricultural
Products.
;
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Had Narrow Escape Will Reach Heart of Nation
From Death Property
Whence Come Land buyers
Loss Great.
and Homeseekers.

Miners

!

I

Naco, Ariz., June 16. The eniire
mining town of Movarabi
Sonora,
Mexico, including a ten stamp mill, has
been destroyed by a forest fire that is
sweeping the Ojo and Bacoachi mountains. The miners had a narrow escape and had to build back fires to
enable them to flee to Cananea. The
fire line now extends fifty miles. The
entire ranch property of John Hon-staa pioneer American
ranchman,
was destroyed. Along the Yaqui river,
near the railroad, many panthers,
bears, and other wild animals are
driven froma the forests and the lives
of people are imperiled by the prowling beasts. The property recently
sold by the Banco De Sonora to an
English syndicate, has a fire line fifteen miles long and 125 men fighting
the flames.

The
selected and
most convincing display of fruits and
agricultural products ever sent out of
Xew Mexico; this is the undertaking
upon which active work has been under way for some weeks past by the
Xew Mexico bureau jf immigration.
This display, in which it is now believed every farming district in Xew
Mexico will have representation, is
to be exhibited at the second annual
United Stares Land and Irrigation Exposition to be held in the Coliseum,
Chicago, the last two weeks in November next. November last the bureau of immigration succeeded in interesting a few districts in the territory in a display at this exposition.
Preparation was not begun until the
products of the farm and orchards had
been picked over and marketed, and
as a result the display was not as satSEEMS LIKE ROYAL
FIGHT WITH INJUNCTIONS. isfactory as could have been desired.
Yet in spite of the hurried preparaThis Time it is the Denver & Rio tion it was pronounced the most comGrande That is Enjoined by Doprehensive state display in the exposiminion Construction Co.
tion, and this among displays from
every state and territory in the Union.
The New Mexico exhibit attracted
N. M., June 16.
Albuquerque,
Judge Ira A. Abbott in the district wide attention in the newspapers and
court yesterday afternoon issued a in irrigation and development journals
temporary injunction against the Den- - and brought to the territory a large
ver & Rio Grande Railroad Company, volume of desirable publicity and a
restraining it from selling or attempt- - considerable number of homeseekers
ing to sell four locomotives at pres- - and land buyers.
At a recent meeting of the bureau of
ent located at Santa Fe, N. M.t and
which are claimed to be the property immigration the members carefully
of the Dominion Construction Com-- went over the results obtained from
pany.
j this
display and unanimously ordered
The injunction was granted follow- the secretary to undertake a much
ing the filing of a petition by M. W. larger and more comprehensive disnext
Flourney, receiver of the Dominion play at the second exposition
Construction Company, in which it j November. Governor Mills, who hapwas shown to the court that, an order pened to be in Chicago, during the ex
had been granted to the receiver on position last November, was much iui- - r
May 8, 1910, permitting him to dis- pressed with the far reaching influence
pose of the four locomotives in ques- of the "Land Show," as a publicity
tion, and that the Denver & Rio medium, and the governor has written
Grande Company has declined to per- a letter to the secretary of the bureau
mit the sale of the engines until a de- which emphasizes the imiwrtance of
murrage claim of $2,590.01 against thorough representation in the next
The governor's letter folthe Dominion Company is paid.
exposition.
The effect of the restraining order lows :
s that the Denver & Rio Grande
Executive Office.
Company is enjoined and restrained
Santa Fe, N. M., June 11, 1910.
from interfering with the transfer and Mr. Dear Mr. Deming:
sale of the engines under its alleged
My attention has been called to the
claim for freight and demurrage, un- U. S. Land and Irrigation Exposition
til the matter can be heard in court. which is to be held in the Coliseum,
Because of the fact that Judge Ira Chicago, November next. While the
A. Abbott will not be in the city on showing made by New Mexico at this
Tuesday, June 21, the order was made exposition November last accomplishreturnable before Judge M. C.
ed considerable in the way of publicat Albuquerque, at 10 o'clock ity, it was not as complete and thor
of the forenoon of that day.
ough a representation of the territory
as should have been made, and as
PRESIDENT OF PAPER COMPANY would have been made had the work
INDICTED IN FEDERAL COURT. been undertaken earlier in the year.
This exposition is very important in
Washington, June 16. The federal
that
it takes exhibits of our products
grand jury today returned an indictment against Peter H. Thomson, pres- and resources right to the people
ident of the Champion Coated Paper whom it is desirable to interest in
Company of Hamilton, Ohio, charging New Mexico, and it is hoped that the
a thorough, comattempted bribery in connection with territory can make
s
exhibit at
furnishing government paper for pos- prehensive and high-clasthe coming exposition. No effort to
tal cards.
this end should be spared and I am
sure that the people of the territory
will gladly
in the work
II.
when the importance of the exposition
and the results to be accomplished are
placed before them.
Very sincerely yours,
WILLIAM J. MILLS,
(Signed):
Governor.
Mr. H. B. Hening,
Passes Bill Almost Doubling Sec'y, Bureau of Immigration,
,
Albuquerque, N. M.
Limit to Capital ApproA large number of New Mexicans attended last year's land show and withpriation.
out exception were deeply impressed
by It. They returned to the territory
FIGHT
NOW
IN
COURTS determined to encourage a more extensive exhibit at the next exposition.
The results have been that whereas,
Oklahoma City Has Best of last year the bureau of immigration
had difficulty in interesting even the
Contest in Every
few districts which made exhibits, this
Way.
year there is encouragement on every
hand, district after district is taking
Guthrie, Okla., June 16 District the matter up with the' secretary of
Judge Houston today overruled the the board and active preparation is
demurrer of Governor Haskell to the under way in many sections.
The mistake made last year of
petition' of County Attorney Hepburn,
asking for an injunction preventing waiting until the end of the season e
beginning preparation of the exthe removal of the capital to Oklahoma City. Attorney General West was hibit is not to be repated tfhis year.
Permanent Neyv Mexico Exhibit.
given leave to file exception. The
temporary injunction was continued
Early in the year the Bureau of Imuntil further order.
migration began the preparation of a
Senate Endorses Capital Removal. permanent exhibit of New Mexico
Washington, D. C, June 16. En- fruits in glass jars, grain and other
dorsing the location of the capital of
products which will be
Oklahoma at Oklahoma City, Senator practically complete by the first of
Gore today obtained favorable action September. This exhibit, which will
by the Senate on the bill increasing be available at all times for display
from $250,000 to $450,000 the limit of purposes where needed, will he sent
the cost of public buildings In that
(Continued on Page Seven.)
city.
Albuquerque.
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Me-che-

WORST FLOOD

L0SS

$2,500,000

Hurled Into New York Hallway Continued Rains Swell Streams
in Every Part of
and Explodes With Fearful
TALE
Effect.
Europe.

SHOCKS

Minutes.

;

Statehood Debate Is On.
Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, June 16.
Sherman at two o'clock laid
the statehood bill before the Senate.
On motion cf Senator Beveridge the
formal reading of the bill was disperv
ed with.
By unanimous consent the
amendment that there should be no
session of the legislature until 1911
An amendment grantwas adopted.

Earthquakes Four Thousand
Miles Away Recorded in
Washington

10

BIG DISPLAY

Mo-vara-

letter from Theodore Roosevelt expressing sympathy with the movement and his regret'at his inability to
be present, was read at today's session
of the World Missionary Conference.
The communication aroused much enthusiasm. The letter says that: "In S
missionary work above all other kinds
of Christian work, it is imperative to
remember that divided Christendom
can only imperfectly bear witness to
the essential unity of Christianity."
The letter says that unity for world
evangelization will prevent laying too
much stress on differences of doctrine.
Will Be Great Reception.
New York, June 16. When Colonel
Roosevelt steps from the liner which
is bearing him home, to the revenue
cutter Androscoggin on Saturday afternoon the machinery will be set in
motion for what is expected to be the
most remarkable demonstration of tlhe
kind ever held. The celebration will
consist of two main features, a water
parade and a land parade. Hundred?
of vessels will take part in the former, wiiile festivities on land will engage countless of thousands either as
marchers or spectators. The actual
marchers will be restricted to the
Rough Riders and Spanish war veterans, acting as an escort. Other organizations will be assigned stations
along the line of march. Mayor Gay-nor'- s
committee of 3,300, visiting governors and other notables will extend
the first greetings on the Androscoggin and the vessel will then take a
place at the head of the double column of excursion steamers, private
yachts and tugs, and the naval parade
will begin. For two minutes, a salute
to the
will be given by
steam whistles of the craft. Reaching the Battery at 11 o'clock, Roosevelt will be received by Mayor Gay-noescorted to a stand and 3peeeh
making will begin. The distinguished home comer will follow the mayor
with an address, which will be tJhe
only public speech of the day. Speech
making ended, the land parade will
begin. Roosevelt will occupy a seat
in a carriage with Cornelius Vander- bilt, chairman of the reception com

DONE

Entire Mining Town of
Is Wiped Out by
Flames

Very Likely That House Will Concur
Beveridge Gets Through His
Amendment Fort Sumner
Given a Land Office

CONFERENCE

SO 75

Iff FOREST FIRES

Enabling Act Will Be Unfi- Especially in Miss i o n a r y
Work Church Division
nished Business From
Is Regrettable
This Afternoon On
INCENDIARY

rJ?v

June 16. The
caused by con
tinued rains, particularly in the eastern and central districts, proved the
most disastrous in sixty years. Twenty lives were lost. The property loss
is estimated at two and half millions.
Berne, Switzerland,
floods in Switzerland

EITHER

PRIZE FIGHT
OR A FAKE.

In Each Case

it Will Be Illegal and
Therefor Governor Gillette Will
Stop the Fray.

San Francisco, June 16. A vigor
ous effort to defeat Governor Gillette's
MACHINISTS REFUSE PROPOSITION TO END RAILROAD STRIKE. attempt to stop the Jeffrie3-Johnso- n
fight on July 4tlh is being made. May
or McCarthy will come to the rescue
Little Rock, Ark., June 16. Eleven of
the promoters thought in what
hundred machinists of the Missouri
manner
is not given out. Attorneys
rePacific and Iron Mountain system
of the promoters advised them to go
fused the proposition of the company
to settle the strike in progress since ahead with the construction of the
arena and Gleason announces
that
May 2. Local committeemen stated
advice.
follow
will
this
Attorney
they
today that the negotiations are off.
General Webb construes his instruc
tion3 from the governor as perempSuspected of Carrlzozo Train Ro- tory and will invoke the law against
bberyMounted Policeman W. E. Dud- tlhe battle on the ground that it is a
ley has arrested Matt R. Smith at
prize fight. "If tne contest is one
on the charge of having been in which the contestants are entering
the robber who held up the El Paso with avowed intention of knocking
and Southwestern train near

(Continued on Page Eight)
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YOU CAN CORE THAT

IHE DAILY ROUND UP.

Wheat
Imoeria
Jersey Cream
Old

THE OLD CLAY PIPE.
lUlh-'Weekly.)
I juaile a Hull! deal ir. wheat
.Vol many years a;:o,
It lamlt il me on Easy Sireet
s

la

Million-dolla-

r

Pansy

Row.

with common things of life
Like onions, beer and tripe,
j nt away, to please my wife,
My old clay pipe.

I

Bobolink
GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WE

inter Grocery Co.
y
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa

F.

Telephone

No. 40

CALL ApD SEE FOE YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
'8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

IS

OK WORK

ERY DESCRIPTION

OUR LINE

DONJfl

TO ORIIKK

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
for

Send for

tannins

furs and hides for rugs

find

lining
and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
436

SANTA FK, N, M,

OANON
ROAD

ESSE

k

MULLIGAN
SUCCESSORS TO

the Season of

J.

Washington today that they uncovered
several hundred thousand tons of iron
Vaudeville at Elks' Tonight Van-- !
ore on the International Lead & Iron deville will continue at the Elks' the- Company's property, near the bound-- , ater for two more days tonight and
ary, a few days ago. The deposit is tomorrow. An entire change of pro-oa mountain, three miles east of the gram tonight. The following subjects
junction of the Salmon and Pend win be shown: The Flag of Co. H,
OReille rivers, a short distance north a very beautiful American war pic- of the Washington state line, and theiture; Macbeth, this is one of Shake
ore is said to rank with that of the speare's great works; last but not
famous Mesabi range in northern Min least, comes that great American Bionesota, also carrying lead and silver graph, In the Season of Buds. The
values. Experts say it can be mined scenery and the action of the players
and loaded on cars for 25 cents a ton. in this picture are great. Don't fail
The cost of eastern pig from here is to see this picture.
$17 a ton. The area of the claims is
three quarters of a mile by one and
(Continued on Page Eight.)
a half miles, the deposit forming a hill
1,000 feet higher than the surrounding RETURNED FROM TRIP
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Perfect fit that means comfort
and coolness custom style that

$350
$400
$500

gives a smart, dressy effect.
You are sure of getting
both these features in your
summer

footwear if you

come to us for a pair of

insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
the
and
be
models are accurate reproductions of the latest
new
Regal
may
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the 'est.
foot-leng-

th

SELIGMAN BROS
BC2

f FIRST QUALITY TOOL5

D. MULLIGAN

125

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

VSX.

OUR
STOCK

It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but aggravate the man who uses them.
You will lose your temper if you use poor tools; but you won't lose
your temper if you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
We have the "edge" on the hardware business in this town, because we
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.

SATISFACTORILY

P'K
DONE.

The ground is soft, permitAROUND THE WORLD.
ting the use of steam shovels when
the hill is leveled. Mr. Mayer says Was Only Fifteen Minutes Late and
the deposit contains more thna 10,000,-00the belay Occurred on Lamy
tons of commercial ore.
Branch.
valleys.

0

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE.

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OP

NAVAJO BLANKETS AT
THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
S E. Corner of

Plaza.

it's Hardware

Nor4e.

WgSSSSS

We have it. &one

j

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

(

n

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

No Need to Cut.

In

i

s'

i

Summer Shoes
For Young Men

1

Buds Biograph.
a comedy drama
"Nufced."
Woman's Aid Society The Woman's Aid Society of the First Presbyterian church will meet tomorrow
afternoon at 2:110 o'clock with Mrs.
Henry Woodruff.
Hotel Guest is Missing The manA
Gold
shipgold
Big
Shipment
of the Claire is somewhat
agement
La
ment of $4(il,0iM) passed
my yesterworried over the mysterious disapj
to
U.
Mexico
the
the
on
from
way
day
pearance of a young man who regisS. Mint at Denver.
Santa Fe Men Get Raise More tered as X. S. Dalhert, of Xew York,
than three hundred employes of the on June 5, was assigned a room,
Santa Fe railway at Albuquerque, yes- - placed his rather voluminous baggage
in the room and has not been seen
terday found a ten per cent raise in since
around the hotel. He was fairly
their pay envelopes.
j well
and seemed entirely ra-- I
dressed
Home
Rev.
Elder
Buys
Presiding
J. 15. Messer, presiding elder of the tional and it is feared that he has
Methodist Church, South,, has bought met foul play.
Loretto Academy Commencement
He
himself a home at Albuquerque.
This
73
evening the annual commencedenomination
his
has
that
passays
ment of Loretto Academy will take
tors and 7,000 members in the
place. It is an event that lawys atWeddina at Albuquerque In the tracts a large audience and always
Church of the Immaculate Conception proves of gerat interest,
Field Day at St. Michael's The
at Albuquerque
yesterday, Father forty-eightannual field day program
Mandalari united in marriage, Miss
Nellie Donahoo and Roger Gatlin. The of St. Michael's college will be carried out Saturday, June 18th and will,
couple will make their home at Ros-wel- as
usual, be a very interesting event.
There will be the 50 and 100 yard
MarIssued
LicensesMarriage
dashes, high and broad jump, runs,
riage licenses were issued at Albu- pole vault
and all tihe events usually
Miss
Ottilia
to
querque yesterday
in a field day program.
carried
out
of Largo, Ind., and Albert J.
if not all of the merchants have
Labonte of St. Paul; also to Julia El- Most,
donated prizes for winners of the sevlen Grown and Herman Ehlers of
eral contests. It is hoped that a large
crowd will turn out to encourage the
lads in their athletic sports.
be
Foley's Kidney Remedy may
The Flag of Company H One of
given to children with admirable re- the biggest hit ever shown.
sults. It does away with bed wetting,
Fair Tomorrow There were
and is also recommended for use after showers in all directions from heavy
Santa
measles and scarlet fever. Sold by Fe last
but in addition to a
evening
Stripling Burrows Co.
slight sprinkling in the afternoon,
Santa Fe had nothing but wind, which
IRON ORE ON
reached a maximum
of 40
CANADIAN BOUNDARY LINE. miles an hour at 11:20 velocity
p. m. The relative humidity at ti o'clock last evenSeveral Hundred Thousand Tons That ing was 40
per cent. The maximum
Rank in Quality With Mesabi
temperature yesterday was 73 deDeposit in Michigan.
grees and the minimum 60 degrees.
A year ago today the maximum was
Spokane, Wash., June 16. Solomon 80 degrees and there was 90 per cent
Mayer and H. H. Shallenberger of of sunshine.
There were showers in
Spokane, and W. E. Seelye of Coeur the mountains in the afternoon.
For
d'Alene, Idaho, reported on returning tonight and tomorrow fair weather
from the extreme northeastern part of with stationary temperature is

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

1
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tionary temperature.

lag
g

u

Hour, Hay,

TfiniPO

Denver,
Colo., June 1G.
,
The forecast is fair weather X
tonight and Friday with sta--

And shake the brown tobacco-baAbove the howl once more.
I am not made of classy stuff,
I'm just the homely type
That after supper likes to puff
An old clay pipe.

I UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
PICTURE FRAMING

PITV

minimum

Mil-lenba-

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER

"AS,HT 130

MIMflD

l.

Spitz

19

So when the hours begin to
I lock my chamber door,

BACKACHE

h

Goods.

PHONE
BLAOK

ia

buy the very best cigars,
The Kind with bands of gold,
Bui memory my pleasure mars,
ih ink of smokes of old;
I own a costly meerschaum too,
The hue of ivory ripe,
It lacks the flavor when I drew
The old clay pipe.

1

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
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Pain along the back, dizziness, headache and general languor. Get a package of Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN-LKAF- .
the pleasant root and herb cure
for all Kidney, Bladder and Urinay
When you feel all run
troubles.
down, tired, weak and without energy
us: this remarkable combination
of
nature's herbs and roots. As a Tegu-laie- r
it has no equal. Mother Gray's
Australian-Lea- f
is sold by Druggists
or sent by mail for 50 cents. Sample
Co., Le Roy, N. Y.
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State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
county, ss:
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
In my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal.)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and acts directly on the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.

Take Hairs Famny puis tor

After two and a half years' absence
in the Philippines, John G. Miller, son
of David L. Miller, returned home yesterday, bringing with him his wife
and baby girl, the last named rather
ill. Mr. Miller and wife encircled the
globe, having gone to the Philippines
by way of San Francisco and returned
by way of the Suez canal and New
York. They arrived only fifteen min

utes late according to their schedule
and those fifteen minutes, of course,
Mr.
were lost on the Lamy branch.
Miller was assistant superintendent
of construction of manual training
schools in the Philippines and while
he enjoyed his work he says that he
has had enough of the Islands to last
him his life time. The home trip
was very pleasant and in Europe
were made at Genoa, Gibraltar,

stop-off- s

Southhampton.

No storms were

WHOLESALE

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
monte:zuma aventtk
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T. & S. F.
Telephone

Depot.
85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Do you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which vou now own?

AIhea,e-

-

THE SANTft FE ABSTRACT,

Santa Fe, N, M

Catron Block
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Servioo
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Right Goods

en

countered until two days out of New
York when the Kaiser Wilhelm der
Grosse was tossed about by the waves
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ArD RETAIL
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Ftttad by Up-tData Hlethods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francloco
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the compounding of the prescriptions our reputation and integrity are at stake
a fact so thoroughly impressed on our minds that "eternal vigilance" is our
1
i
watchword; nence your Trequeni ana msisienx speculation 01 naviny yvm pi ascription compounded at ZOQK'S PHARMACY, is sure to be followed by satisfactory
results.

Ik
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gave you to the nation for service of SANTA FE TRAIL MARKED
world-wid- e
AT LAS ANIMAS.
influence, take pride in
TAFT
the distinguished honors which you
New Mexico Military Institute
Some Santa Fe People Fail to Realize
have received abroad as a fitting trib- Gocd Work That is Being Done By
the Seriousness.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
the Daughters of American
ute to your representative and perWeit Point cf th Souihwett."
Tht
ROOSEVELT sonal character, and join in wishing
Revolution.
The constant aching of a bad back,
Officers
Detailed ty War Department
Im-- (
aud
1C:
Army
the
most
Anitmis.
abundant happiness
you
Colo., June
The weariness, the tired feeling.
usetin-- f
RANK SCHOOL IN' CLASS
;
the
tremonie.-life
a
continued
attended
enriched
Army
Inspectors
by
long
ills
of
kidney
The pains and aches
tinon
the
esteem
t'ne
and
fulness
"A."
love
marker
and
by
praniie
Are serious if neglected.
Cordial Greeting to
which know no division with respect Old s.inta
trail in this city, under
Through Academic course, preparing young
Dangerous urinary troubles follow.
tl,.
to party, creed or race.
men for college or for business life. Great
Printed in the
;.;! 's of the Daughters of the
A Santa Fe citizen shows you how
With assurance of my high regard, All;- - :m Revolution. Business was
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
io avoid them.
Outlook
sn.-I
am
!"d in order that all might
Col
Airs. Desederia J. de Quintana,
of
nt
any Military School in the Union. Located
fti .
nwt
n. s
of the monument;
Faithfully yours.
on
the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
lege Street, Santa Fe, N. M., says:
a:
it
I'i'ing Flajj dav, a general lioliCHARLES k. hughes.
'Several years ago I used Doan's
spot of the West at an e'evatlot of 3,700
CHORUS
HUGHES
day.
JOINSJN
( From the
Kidney Pills, procured from Stripfeet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
Mayor of N"w York City.)
Tl
marker is to perpetuate the
ling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store and
Honorable Theodore Roosevelt:
flip
Utie rain or snow during session.
i'
the
the
Fe
old
Santa
nuit,
trail,
I was cured of a bad attack of kidThe people of the city of New York sc- ti of so many memorable events
Eleven Officersnd instructors, all graduof
Executive
Chief
Nation
state-fen- t
Quietly
a
time
ney complaint. At that
do well to welcome Mr. Roosevelt oi
iv davs which enlivened the de- eastern colleges. Ten
ates
from stardard
Pokes Fun at Mighty
appeared in the loca. papers,
home. Ho is of t item bone of their
Public
of the groat west.
heated, light
furnished,
now
and
buildings,
I
thoroughly
of
my experience
telling
Hunter.
bone flesh of their flesh and they bnil.iinus and residences were decored and modern lr all respects.
take pleasure in confirming all that
have "a soft side" for him. Through ated profusely. The visiting dele4
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
was then said in favor of Doan's Kida long ancestry he is native and to gate, representing the state and
back
President
(From
Hamli-oTaft.)
Vice President; J, Phelps White,
G,
ney Pills. I had pains in my
The return of .Mr. Roosevelt from the manner born here. And the peo- Pueblo D. A. R., chapter, arrived
W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
that made it difficult for me to stoop
Treasurer;
of
in
whole
the
were
ple
country will join
shortly after noon. Among them
and there were other troubles which Africa and Europe ought to arouse the welcome. They
A Flnlay
have witnessed Mrs. Frank Whaton, state regent;
were and will arouse as great a demonstrakidneys
showed
my
that
plainly
For particulars an! Illustrated catalogue
Mr.
with
to
honor
the
done
PuebMis, Freeman C. Rogers, regent
pleasure
at fault. Soon after I began taking tion of welcome from his countrymen Roosevelt
within
rein
Twice
lo
address.
Cornwell.
L.
F.
Mrs.
Europe.
as
chapter;
any American ever received. After two
Doan's Kidney Pills, an improvement
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
generations have they now seen gent Arkansas Valley chapter; Mrs.
was noticeable, and the contents of the heavy cares of the presidential the like
in
their
case
two
the
M
of
of
H.
Pueblo!
former
to
Fitch,
regent
office
Superintendent,
for
nearly eight, strenuous years former Presidents. General Grant
two boxes restored my kidneys
and Mrs. 1.. Hart man of
chapter,
he
rest
in
the
also
contrast
entirely
by
condition
sought
their normal
I am flPTlths nf Hip A frinnn frwroutc nrr in had not only been President twice, I'll. ido.
removing the pain in my back.
The visitors were taken to the
that great physical exertion in the hunting ,ike ?Ir- - Roosevelt, but had one of the
glad to say that during the time
wunu home of Mayor Frank Treyville.
careers
At
oi
uie
greai.
mmiary
been
of
of
has
cure
and
the
large game
procuring
has since passed, my
tJhe noon luncheon was served at the Hovaluable specimens of the fauna of back of him. No doubt some of
permanent."
extraordinary curiosity displayed in tel Dublin by the Women's Club. FolPrice 50 the dark continent.
For sale by all dealer
to see him and do him honor lowing this a reception was held in
Co., Buffalo,
No one who knows Mr. Roosevelt, Europe
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
arose from this latter fact. But the the parlors of the Commercial Club.
United
the
for
and no one who understands the char- chief reason was the same as in the
New York, sole agents
the crowd
acter of the African climate and the case of Mr. Roosevelt, namely, that, wasFollowingto the reception
States.
on the Arkan
the
taken
point
and
Doan's
name
kind
was
of hunting in which he
Remember the
having been twice President of the sas river where tne beautiful
engaged, can minimize the dangers United States, and become again a marker was unveiled to the granite
take no other.
world.
from disease and actual combat with
docile to just authori- Mayor Frank Treyville delivered the
citizen,
private
wild beasts to which he was exposed.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
ty, he personified in the European address, thanking the women of the
TO
Connection made with Automobile It goes without saying that Wherever mind the idea of a government of I). A. U. for tihe monument.
Mrs.
its ex- laws as
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily. there was danger he welcomed
distinguished as a govern- Frank YVheaton state regent, told of
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Ros- citement and delighted to observe ment of men. It is tfhat idea, first the manner in which the funds were
own vitalized on this
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- and record its effect upon his
continent, and after being raised by the Daughters of the
His trip to Africa was wardg (ollowed as an
in American Revolution for the erection
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves emotions.
example
Wells Fergo
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m. planned with the thoroughness of a Europe, by slow degrees and by one of these markers five or six miles Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing
were
his
and
campaign
plans
alnation after another, which shall
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The military
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
apart along the trail.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance executed with the vim and energy ways make one who has been in chief
Mrs. Freeman C. Rogers of Pueblo,
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
is $5.80 and between Torrance and that might be expected.
rulership over the country an ob- - in behalf of Pueblo chapter D. A. R.,
In view of what happened when lie ject 0f profound interest and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoand
made the presentation speech,
the United States. Canada. Mexico
civilization however, those of ence to the rest of the world. In one Mrs. M. R. Fitch of Pueblo, closed Payable Throughout
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
us who had the privilege of talking form and another we expressed it in the program by unveiling the monuand all Foreign Countries.
with him before he went can afford the beginning in its threefold division ment.
after the cereImmediately
What Everybody Ought to Know.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
to have some fun at his expense in 0f power in all of our fundamental s monies the visitors were taken to Fort
That Foley Kidney Pills contain
frequently avowed determination struments of government, the lofti-t- Lyons and the United States naval
just the ingredients necessary to tone,
all public functions and en- - ness of the conception being some- - sanatorium.
avoid
of
strengthen and regulate the action
He expected to call on times expressed in equally lofty and
tertainments.
the kidneys and bladder. Sold by the
in
persons
authority in each place felicitous language, as, for instance. JUST LIKE OKLAHOMA'S
Stripling 3urrows Co.
wihich he visited, to have half an j the Massachusetts bill of rights:
DEMOCRATIC GOVERNOR.
hour's conversation with the ruler if In the government of this common- ne woum receive aim, ana men go uu wpalth
tlp i0risiiltive department He Threatens to Kick an Officer of
his way like a private citizen, seeing ghall neyer
exercise the executive and
the Law Down the Stairs Accordtne tnings ot interest, ana nurrying judicjal
owers or either of them;
ing to a Report from Guthrie.
home. Instead of that, his path from
ovmv.i00 tho
ft
The Colorado National Life Assurance Company
&
ol,i,
Guthrie, Okla., June 16. Deputythe time he landed in Europe until
or
Madsen
Chris
and judicial p0Wers,
United States Marshal
he sailed has been a royal progress, legislative
Telephone No 14b Red
the judicial shall nev- - of Guthrie served a citation on Gov
either Qf th
Denver Colorado.
and
and the courtesy and attention
er exercise tne legisiative and execu- - ernor Haskell, summoning him to apMRS. OTTO RETSCH.
profound respect shown him, not only tjve
rs or either of tem; to pear in the federad court Friday to
by kings and the leading men of every th(j end u
be a government of show cause why he should attempt to
country, out aisu uy ui people, nave awj &nd nQ(. of men
remove the state capital to Oklahoma
not been equalled since Grant made
now confront us for City.
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1
AV.
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i
;.
rril.:
J
l... uie wuiiu. xm 10 me solution, the accumulation of more Last
ilia luui O.UUUL
night Deputy United States
New
more remarkable because Grant had than two
of men more Marshal Reck Thomas was repulsed
generations
a
the deserved reputation of being
if
individual
success,
Catron Block.
bent on their
the governor because of his at
Santa Fe, N. M.
great military leader who had com not greed, than on the public weal. by
titude. The governor had snatched
manded a million men and won a war No
few, but all of us, are to blame
the hands of Sheriff Ma- Basket leaves Monday Tuesday of gigantic extent; while Mr. Roose- for it, either by actual commission or a paperoffrom
Logan county.
honey
achievements wihich' have given
Returns Thursday and Friday, velt's
said
by indifference and neglect. Wit a
"This is not Mahoney,"
him the standing before the world an
era now drawing toward its close, Thomas.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop have been almost wholly in peaceful
gt ug ge(. our standpoint anew in this
"This is the governor of Oklahoma,
CO
times, and in a war against civil great conception of government,
to
Mrs.FO. BROWN Agent
would have you know," said Haskell.
ordinari
which
and
wrong
corruption,
the end that we may lose all fear,
Phone No. 23 Red
The subpoena was taken away un
ly is not spectacular and does not as we most certainly shall if a resort
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
served after the governor had turned
attention. The to force to
command world-wid-e
whatever has grown his back to the officer.
.right
remarkable character of the reception
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
up among us that suitetlh not a comBACK
A more sensational version of the
under ditch, 840 00 to 75.00 per acre under cultivation
that he has had in Europe shows monwealth,
and has in it the cankor
and highly improved, SU0.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
the deep impress that his personality, of death to government, of equal op- incident is given by Deputy Thomas.
homes ready for you.
From
ideal
Haskell,
Governor
that
Thomas
says
his character, his aims, and his meth
to all and favoritism or priv- when informed
portunity
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Deputy
reformer
social
by
and
civil
as
a
ods
BARRANCA TO TAOS
to none.
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
had papers from the
he
Jacobson
that
have made upon the world at large. ilege
GAYNOR.
W. J.
RANCHES.
We are prepared to locate settlers on govRANCHES
Meets Both North South He was always, of course, a man of
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WITH HIS OWN HANDS. here or I will kick you down stairs."
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEIR FROM YOU,
enriched byi
the north bound train and arrives at now with his experience
second
Eur-!
stOTy
observation of each country of
They were then in the
Taos at 7 p. m.
of a hotel where Governor Haskell
from a point somewhat behind Will Finish Twelve Rooms Above
ope
Ten miles shorter than any other the scenes. With his notable power
Auditorium Tor rurpose ot rc..vhas his Oklahoma City headquarters.
way. Good covered hack and good of quick acquisition of the circuming Them to Small Families.
Jacobson walked down the stairs.
teams.
stances of a situation, his close and
Colville, Wash., June 16. Nathan
more or less intimate association witn
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Scared Into Sound Health.
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Special
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Rurone and with their prominent
"A year ago I began to be sengers between Vaughn,
writes:
of
number
300
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witn tne commodate any
statesmen has given him an insight building with a seating capacity of
troubled with my kidneys and bladder, Roswell, N. M., connecting
any
into world politics that will make him at Colville, Wash. The structure is 30 which grew worse until I became El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is to make special connections with with
to connect
also
at
train
Vaughn,
walls, and
the
Atcmson,
and
still more valuable to his country as by 44 feet, with
Railroads
alarmed at my condition. I suffered land
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tora statesman.
every piece of wood was shaped and also with dull heavy headaches and Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
comof this country will give put into place by his own hands wiuv the action of my bladder was annoy
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with
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welcome
Ihearts, out assistance.
municating
Roswell at 3:30
ing and painful. I read of Foley Kid in Leave Roswell at p.12:30 a. m arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
first, because of their affection for ed from nearby forests. He also split ney Pills and after taking them a few
m.
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him and the fact that he has returned and trimmed 11,844 cedar shingles,
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
For
headaches left me, the in Vaughan at p.
years the only
to
50
lbs.
$40.00 to accommodate four or
to them ,safe and sound from a peril- - anl put into place on the roof. He will weeks the
of
special
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Baggage
first class tonsorial parlor ous expedition; second, because since finish 12 rooms on the second and action of my bladder was again each
at
excess
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passengers to either point
baggage
regular ticket,
and I was free of all distress.
in Santa Fe.
he left them they have seen the peo- - third floors above the auditorium, and normal,
Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
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inis eXpenses and that of running
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profound respect to the same quali-- 1 cnurCh
The edifice will be formally
MEN HIGHER UP.
is guaranteed to cure, (not only ties in the man that his own people dedicated next fall. Preacher Fry is
Look Over Your Suit
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That
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also
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because
touch,
We
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third,
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1834. He crossed the plains in lssa
Seems to Be Fashion in Certain
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ing there until 1859, when he moved
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gether 25 years and raised 10 children, want to get the names of those
(From the Governor of New York.) They were divorced 17 years ago scoundrels who have gone to this
My Dear Colonel Roosevelt:
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THE INCOME TAX.
Silver City for years and respected by
Senator William E. Borah, one of everybody, but some
d
New .Mexico's best friends in the Uni- has started a rumor that he
ted States Senate, discusses the "In-- ' will be the Democratic candidate for
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
come Tax Amendment" in an able ar-- ' delegate if statehood fails to arrive
FRANK P STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
in the June issue of the North this week. I am not a
praying man
Vice Pres.dent. title
Editor and President.
Review. He is a supporter as a rule, but Walton is my friend,
Lmericiin
.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-Treasurerof the amendment and not in sympa and this week will often see me with
thy with those who feel its passage ii iv face turned toward Mecca."
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
would place limitations upon the pow
mall
....$3.75
months
ors of the state. Nor does he agree
six
by
SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily,
RATES OF
with those who think it foreshadows
CARDS
25
PROFESSIONAL
2.00
Daily per week by carrier
Weekly, per year
weaun.
on
an
assault
75
jn
concluding
carrier
Daily, per month, by
months
t. 1.00 he writes:
65 Weekly, six
Daily, per month, by mail
.75
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- 'Some seem to think that this
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
amendment foreshadows an assault
No sane man would
upon wealth.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
from industry its just reward or
take
Attorney-at-Lato
sent
Is
in New Mexico. It
rob frugality of a fair and honest re- Santa Fe.
- The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper
New Mexico
,
believe in protection to
has a large and growing cxculatt)
turn.
every postofflce in the Territory, and
wealth legitimately acquired and the
ive people of the Southwest.
among the intelligent and progress
Chas. R. Easley.
absolute guarantee to property and Chas. F. Easley,
Fe.
Santa
Estancia.
-'
esare
These
things
property rights.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
sential to the welfare of those who do
not possess property as well as those
Attorneys at Law.
who do and no man would render j
would have been pro- them less efficient than they now are.
RENEHAN & DAVIES
It surely looks as if President Taft Mr. Pinchot
But equality of burden and equal opnot
if
convincing."
B. Renehan
found,
E. P. Davie
A.
Govbusiness.
mean
and Congress
portunity in the struggle for existAttorneys-at-LaMexto
sueare
ence
essential
New
also
any
the
ernor Mills telegraphs
LAWMAKING GONE TO SEED.
Practice in the Supreme and Dis
mtiH nnntinnpH Tilan fnr the nrn- of
There have been more than 22,000 r.ncfnl
ican: "The enabling act is sure
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
anri
w
nmnortv
woaith
nf
t.w,t;r,
It bills, says the St. Paul Pioneer Press,
sicialty- - umce in uacron mock.
passing the Senate very shortly.
introduced in the present Congress. lose sight of the fact that, after all, Santa Fe
two
from
New Mexico
ours
statutes
a
like
in
and
will be unfinished business
or
government
that
all,
It is, of course, impossible
will
cannot
House
of
themselves
constitutions
even a large proportion of them, can
o'clock on Thursday. The
j
E. C. ABBOTT
from protect property; In the last analysis
concur in the Senate bill." It's time receive careful consideration
be
Attorney-at-Lacan
only
protected
To be sure, property
leadmembers
of
the
Congress.
its
and
for the Republican party
Practice in the District and Sumost of them are bills of a local na- through an intelligent,
ers to wake up and get busy.
There is noth- - preme Courts. Prompt and careful
citizenship.
ture that concern only an insignifi- and loyal
cant proportion of the people. Those ins in t his world so blind, so incap- attention given to all business.
which
forces
the
able
and
a
Santa Fe,
New Mexice
appreciating
The El Paso Times claims popula- bills are referred to the committees
in the end will destroy it as wealth.!
in
But
do
take
not
up
and
Pass
for
City.
the
consideration,
for
tion of 55,000
it were not, it would realize that
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another month the official census re- the time of the House or Senate. But If
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tne
law
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time
of
out
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every
a
deal
two
time
of
or
and Counsellors-at-Lakink
a
Attorneys
great
take
turns will
they require
equal opportunity or twe rule ot equal
Office: Catron Block
that 55,000. It's lucky, if the total attention from the members as com- burdens
y
it. is undermining
its own
Santa Fe,
mitteemen time and attention that
New Mexico
But
figures up 35,0i0.
own
ruin.
its
and
inviting
consideraall
to
of
the
devoted
should be
their population is the way
and faithfully
G. W. PRICHARD
tion of matters of legislation on sub- Those who honestly
cities.
distribution of
contend
for
the
reequal
The
of
and Consellor-at-Lageneral importance.
Attorney
jects
the great burdens of government,
and
dissatisfaction.
sult
is
in
Practice
all the District Courts
delay
proother
and
Boston like Denver
The first Congress had before it year by year increasing, who seek to and gives special attention to cases
muniown
now
its
has
cities
gressive
No doubt each one of the protect the less fortunate and pros- before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Soil bills.
It is called
cipal magazine.
and perous against the unjust accusations Office:
was
300
considered,
incarefully
and glancing through its
Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
national
all were of
import- of selfishness and greed, are the real
detrue
teresting pages one gets a convincing nearly
and
the
friends
of
property
ance.' It would be well if the ConHOLT & SUTHERLAND
view of the manifold activities which
times could approx- fenders of law and order."
of
present
gresses
Attorneys-at-Lamunicipality
the modern, progressive
bemade in the
in the District Courts as
Practice
makes its own for the comfort and imate the showing
of the republic. It is not pos- MAKING IT HARD FOR THE COM- well as before the
Supreme Court of
safety of its people. From it, Santa ginning
MISSION.
to measure present
the
Fe could learn many a lesson it might sible, of course,
territory.
It. appears that those western shipa accomplishment by the conditions of
Las Cruces.
New Mexico
put into effect in a modest if not
a century and a third ago. But there pers who were so dissatisfied with the
large way.
is no doubt that we have been drifting railroads and who were instrumental
EDWARD C. WADE
into bad ways in matters of legisla- in getting their schedules of rates
Attorney-at-Lathe
and
unostentatiously,
Quietly
tion. There are too many bills and held up by injunction are not altoPractices in the Supreme and Disgood Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament too much lawmaking in Congress, leg- gether pleased at having the matter
are doing a noble work in the Indus- islatures and city councils.
We referred to the interstate commerce trict Courts of the Territory, in the
trial School for Indians, just west of should cut down on quantity and add commission. Their committee is go- Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
the city. The influence of that school to quality.
ing to Washington to express opin- Offices.
is much farther reaching than the
is
surmised
some
of these, it
ions, and
Las Cruces
New Mexico
thoughtless know. It is doing a great
"This was Blue Monday in Guthrie, will not be favorable to the commisIndians.
Incidentally
work for the
are
The
a
action.
sion's past
shippers
the bluest the town ever saw," said
WILLIAM McKEAN
the location of the school here is of dispatch this week in speaking of the said to have been dissatisfied with its
Attorney-at-Lamaterial advantage to the community
to
and
while
a
"for
work
good
past,"
capital removal to Oklahoma City.
Mining and Land Law.
and Santa Fe appreciates its prox- "The
action of Governor Haskell in es- have considered it to be
New Mexico
imity.
to the railroads." They "do not Taos
tablishing the state executive department at Oklahoma City as the perma- like the way in which the commission
C. W. G. WARD
El Hispano Americano is the name nent capital, while expected, came as has been carrying on its work or the
Spanish-English
District Attorney
or
Territorial
to
English-Spanishas
sought
of an
a crushing blow to the hopes of the methods by which it
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
weekly which made its first people. The enabling act located the get at conclusions in certain matNew Mexico
appearance at Belen on Saturday and capital at Guthrie until 1913," but ters," and it is said that the reason Las Vegas,
seems determined to divide the pat- Governor Haskell's strong point is not why they waited until the eleventh
W. A. FLEMING JONES
ronage of that thriving burg with Ed- keeping faith and what is an enabling hour before taking their recent comBonds and Investments
itor William M. Berger. However, if act among friends, anyway? Santa plaint to Washington was that they
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
one-hal- f
referred to
of what Brother Berger tells
Fe can see in this occurrence the fate wished to avoid having it
about Belen's growth and prosperity that will threaten it unless it does the commission and to have it precipi- Judicial District of New Mexico.
courts.
is true, t'hen there is plenty of room
Eastern and local bank references.
for itself to strengthen its tated into the
and here something
for El Hispano-AmericanLas
a
Cruces
court
New Mexico
into
as
it
got
As
projected
Mexico.
They
long
position in New
is wishing good luck to it.
its people are knifing each other, as at long range, with the result of havR. W. WITTMAN
in rates arrested, but.
long as they are indifferent to its up- ing the increase
taken
Draftsman
Albuquerque will have a historic building, so long there is danger of it was almost immediately
to
Thus
court
view
a
with
fall.
this
of records on file
from
the
Fair
furnished
the
for
Copies
away
in
clause
no
time
pageant
capital removal and
the Duke City is doing one after the the enabling act will put off the dis- having it referred for actual settle- in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office,
New Mexico'
other, the things that Santa Fe should aster for a day, for after New Mexico ment to the commission just as soon j Santa Fe,
be doing and in consequence is gain- is a state, it will regulate its own as the requisite authority could be j
JOHN K. STAUFFER
ing in population and importance internal affairs, enabling ac. or no en- granted to it by congressional action,
mucn
Notary Public
right along. The New Mexican has abling act. When Santa Fe failed to This seems to suit the railroads
Office with the New Mexican Printadvocated for some time, that Santa take in its suburbs last fall, for in- better than the shippers, though the
Fe should celebrate its festal days stance, it lost irretrievably an advant- former have also been inclined to ing Company.
New Mexico
with historic pageants or processions, age for the next ten years. Thus in complain that the commission was too Santa Fe,
for it has the material and the back- other matters, the people of the town hair upon them and leaned too much
to the side of those who had the rates
ground to make such displays effective must get together and instead of fightto
pay. In fact, these western shiptoo
is
Fe
Santa
but
busy
each
and famous
ing each other should work for
do not. like the idea of having the
pers
with other things to grasp the obvious other, for what upbuilds any man in
commission
decide whether the adadmanifold
its
use
of
make
to
and
the community helps the entire city. vance in rates is justified or whether
vantages that nature and time have
and reasonable.
those filed ar
NEW MEXICO AT THE LAND EX- This does not just
placed within its reach.
indicate great confiPOSITION.
dence in their cause, but they wanted
The New Mexico bureau of immi- the courts to decide that the schedThe Santa Fe trail meant so much
more to New Mexico and Santa Fe gration has again undertaken the ules filed were in violation of the antithan it did to Colorado, Kansas or preparation of an exhibit for the Unit- trust law and have them set aside
Missouri, that the apathy with which ed States Land and Irrigation Expothe movement to restore it or at least sition to be held in November in the altogether.
mark it with titling monuments is be- Coliseum, Chicago. The bureau last an There is in this phase of the matter
indication of the fine time the ining received in this city and Territory November, arranged and displayed an terstate commerce
commission
is
is to be regretted. In Colorado, the exhibit of New Mexico products at
to have when its new powers
likely
RevoluAmerican
the
of
Daughters
this unique exposition which attracted
tion .are marking the trail with gran very favorable attention and which and responsibilities have developed
ite monuments; in Kansas, town and brought definite results to the terri- upon it. If it is criticised now for beslow in reaching conclusions and
county authorities are reconstructing tory in the way of publicity and immi- ing
ttie road, and Missouri is taking a gration. The preparation of an exhibit leaning to one side and shippers find
fault with its decisions, what will hapmighty interest in the Santa Fe trail last year was not begun until too late
movement but in New Mexico, noth- to secure the choicest products and pen if it decides upon whole schedules of rates and can suspend them
Do You Want a Crate?
ing is being done, either to' mark the the funds at the disposa' of the board or
put them into effect and spends
trail or to complete the great Scenic were limited. Moreover, only a comLeave your order with
months in hearing both sides? Now
Highway that was planned as long as parative fewr of the farming districts
rates
deals
after
this week.
it
with
us
single
they
a
six years ago to form
part of it.
of the territory were represented ow- have been tested.
Then it will have
ing to the late start. This year prep- to judge them beforehand, when nois not synonymous aration is begun in ample time and
Conservation
will work,
body can prove how
The longer you wait, the
with conversation, in spite of the sim- every district in New Mexico should and when there will bethey
court
a
special
two
between
the
see
of
to
is
a
sound
it
more chance you take,
it
with
that
ilarity
represented
to appeal to from its orders. When
words. This is a position maintained high class, carefully selected exhibit the commission gets its new duties
that you will pay more
The growing ana the
"by L. W. Hill, president of the Great of its products.
of finding fault with
opportunities
money, as prices will
Northern railway and son of Jim Hill, preservation of those products should it and getting things into court will
soon advance.
who declares that because of a little begin right now. Santa Fe county be
multiplied many times. Its lor
overmuch conversation his views on should not delay a day in taking up ar- will be a happy one and the rate quesconservation have been distorted.
rangements for representation. The tion will be tougher than ever.
Strawberries,
"Mr. Pinchot in one of his cheerful, United States Land and Irrigation exhad
he
Raspberries,
that
announced
amuseno
is
moods,
has
It
unique.
playful
position
The editor of the New Mexican, too,
Loganberries,
converted me to conservation; I shall ment features; it is simply and solely is a friend of Colonel Bill Walton at.
and
Blackberries.
write a denial," said Hill today. "Mr. an exhibit of lands and the products Silver
City and will turn his face toFresh Vegetables
Pinchot has been meeting clubs, and of the lands and it is held right at the ward Mecca
with Editor Bill Robin-- '
because he has heard opinions at center of the Immigration movement son
Daily.
that their brother editor
these meetings favorable to conserva- of the country. It takes our products be asking the bitter cup of defeat.
spared
tion he thinks the whole country right to the people we hope to interest Says Robinson in the Register Tribwants it. But I have been meeting in colonizing our country and develop- une:
the people, and I think I have a pretty ing our lands. Last year more than "I knew it was going to come soon300,000 people saw the exposition. This er or later. ' It is
good idea of what they want.
getting so that no
"I wanted Mr. Pinchot to take a year that number will reach half a man can settle down in New Mexico,
the million. New Mexico and every dis- raise a family in love of the Lord, and
trip out west with me and meet
convert
to
I
there.
trict in New Mexico should have most devote his attention to making the
promised
& COMPANY
people
him from the error of his position and thorough representation through its mazuma honestly, without the foul
show him the fallacy of his doctrine. products in this great demonstration breath of slander being attached to
The trip would have required not over for the benefit of the land hungry peo- his name some .way or other. Bin
Walton has been a live wire over at
three weeks, and I think the effect on ple of the crowded middle states.
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The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

$150,000
80.000

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches,
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and coHaterai security. Buys and selis bonds and
uj
stocks in all markets for its customer. Buys and sells
2 domestic and fi;i.?n exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
2 of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
p as are given by any mo,iey trahssniting agency public or
5 private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
5 per cent, per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
5 advances made on consignments f livestock and products.
? The bank executes al! orders of its patrons in the banking line,
d and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
cj
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banked ing.
Safety deposit boxes lor rest. The patronage of the
p public is respecfully solicited.
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WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of

"New-Boston-

"over-friendl-

ills
i

Steam Heated:. Electric

PRESS THE BUTTON WE

Now

V

PHONE 26

Proprietor

DO

THE REST,

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at 5 o'clocx yon can get a hot
supper ready to eat and yon will not have to
Our increasing patronage is the
best
that we merit yours.
f

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPBProprietor

RATES

$1.00 A

DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

I

EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to
traveling
men, Give us a trial if you want first class service,

BERRIES FOR

H. S. KAUNE

lacoie

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

....

j

J E

PLAN

FIRST CLASS CAFE'

Lighted, Every Room

I

IT

WEAN

iy

Serving

PRESERVING

!mm30.

Long Distance Telephone Station.

We Are

OOm
GROCERS

AMERICAN AND

Commodious Sample I(oom

....

&

WASHINGTON AVENUE
IM

J'

i

I

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

h

j

the Best Hotels in the West

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

y

....

HOTEL

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

GREGG

Prop.

1 jBMBBBaHBBm
till

NAVAJO. CHIMAY0

and BALLETA

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.
Open Until 8. p. m.
essOTEEaa

THESE PRICES TALK
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
'
75c "
NATURAL WOOL
25c
WAR CLUBS

"
I5c "

TOMTOMS

80c

NAVAJ O BLANKET S

65c

BOWS and ARROWS

CANDELARIO

per pound and up

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.

;
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ABE YOU G0IN' FISHIN' MR. SPORTMAN?

D. L. Williams is over from Glorieta
today.
Mrs. Jacob Weltmer entertains at.

cards this afternoon.
Miss Flossie Saufonl has gone to
La Junta, Colo, for a visit.
C. A. Hernandez of Ojo Caliente, is
in Santa Fe today on a business visit.
Jose Ortiz y Pino of Galisteo, registered at Gregg's hotel this morning.
Ransom B. Thomas drove in from
his ranch at Bonanza, this forenoon.

"V'V'U M

BAMK Now

SO Y?J LL HAVE

vy

multi-millionair-

in the COLLEGE

4

BRISTOtfM
If you
for Trout.

TRUST CO.

C. L. Pollard, the Espanola merchant, came in on last evening's Denver and Rio Grande train.
A son was born this week to Mrs.
Frank O. Brown. Mother and child
are reported to be doing well.
Miss Nellie Stewart returned this

SUB-DIVISIO- N

OP

WPiL--

from

Pooft

ttVw,..-- .

Y.nA

spent the past few weeks.
Mrs. Henry Bergman, who has heen
visiting her mother, Mrs. Hesh, has
returned to her home in Las Vegas.

Las Cruces
$5.00 down $5.00 a month, no interest, no
taxes, no mortage, a deed when the lots are
paid for. You can't, afford to let a GOOD investment like this go by when it costs you
only sixteen and two third cents a day.

some
neec
few
other
and
a
tackle,
We've
supplies.
got 'em all, everything
that you need. Just call at our storeand
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.
r

va

'

VOU

nil

tmrLTjrT--rx-

t f

J

A

''.Wv.

busi-

Mrs. N. B. Laughlin am two daugh
ters will said for home from Europe
on July 2.
Brran Boru Dunne, city editor of
the New Mexican, is confined to his
home with illness.
Mrs. Frank W. Clancy, after a visit
with Santa Fe friends, leaves for Albuquerque tomorrow.
Artist and Mrs. W. E. Rollins left
this forenoon for Taos where they will
spend the summer.
Noherto S. Torres, formerly of this
city, is in town from Ortiz, southern
Santa Fe county.

JAMES J. HILL, the great railroad king, made money slinging a pick
when a young man. He BANKED and SAVED his earnings. He became
a contractor and
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

&

f

T

ness.
Mounted Policeman John W. Collier
will arrive this evening from Estan-cia- .

5ig

UNITED STATES BANK

7

Dr. C. S. Losey of Las Vegas, is in

the city today on professional
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BOY LOTS
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His Time is Yours

-

7

i

COME IN AND GET ACQUAINTED vVITH HIM,
IT WILL HE TO, YOUR
ADVANTAGE.

is all new and complete in every;
detail our assortmnt f fes i larger
Our Line
'

and more complete, than ever.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his irajesty, IHt
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
than ever before.

Notice our

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.

Windows

SA NTA PE HARDWARE

k SUPPLY CO.

Mr. and Mrs. William Major, of AlWholesale & Retail
buquerque, are registered at St. Vincent's Sanitarium for Che summer.
Dealers in
Mrs. O. C. Watson and daughter,
Alice, of Pueblo, Colo., are guests of
3d
Mrs. E. C. Abbott on Cerrillos road.
M.
C.
J.
of
and
mother
Chaves, Jr.,
C&,
Abiquiu, Rio Arriba county, are in on which he expects to feed three car
Sole Agents in Santa Pe.
Santa Fe on United States land of- loads of lambs this fall and winter.
fice business.
The following out of town people
For full particulars call or Phone. Red Ho. 189
119 San Francisco St.
Attorney Stephen B. Davis and M. are in the city to attend the Loretto
address the above company
Browne of Las Vegas are in Santa Fe
commencement
exercises
on business with Territorial Engineer Academy
THAT A MAN SHOULD ALWAYS
tli is evening: J. R. Martinez, Per fee-t- o
Vernon L. Sullivan.
and M. D. Esquibel of
Esquibel
HAVE" A Good
George E. Fischer, D. D. Darling, E. Tierra
hjm- Amarilla; Jacobo Baca, Magda-lena- ;
R. Bayless and G. L. Wands are comG. Perea, Willard; Mrs. Felipe
mercial travelers calling on their
by what,
Chavez, sister and daughter, Belen;
Fe
Santa
trade
today,
Mrs. M. McGinniss, El Paso, Tex.;
HE KNOW5
mniC
ALSO Dealers in Furniturr
i
Mrs. E. E. Wright, of Richardson. Mrs. Jose
Lucero, Chamita; Miss AniLincoln county, is in Santa Fe to take ta
Velarde, Velarde; Walter Boulware,
home her two daughters who have Grand
FINE LINE OF flflrppjg and Blip FQR THE HOUSE
Canyon; Carlos Hernandez, Ojo
COMFORT HE GETS" COME 5 fkoM
been pupils at Loretto Academy.
Mr. and Mrs Pablo MarCaliente;
"A. O. Hyer and C. V. Potterton of
WHAT IS NEXT TO HIM.
tinez, Nambe; ;Mrs. Fredanio Mira-bal- ,
All kinds of furnishings from ohinaware to stoves, and
Hyer, and Christy Streich of Stanley,
Rafael.
San
1
T
of
-i
desks, chairs, table
ranges, Also a fine assortment
southern Santa Fe county, were busi-jnes- s
for the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
visitors in Santa Fe yesterday.
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
Mrs. Mary Sandoval of Las Vegas,
They are GREVT!!
AT LORETTO ACADEMY.
In
was
Santa Fe yesterday for the
Look over our stock and see if there isn'c
purpose of leaving her three little
Interesting Program Rendered by the
something to interest you.
girls, aged S, 7, and 4, with the Sis-- ;
Minims This Forenoon Exerters of Charity.
cises Showed Careful
Sister Marie Louis, who has been
Training;
enjoying a rest for the past five weeks
exer.The annual commencement
Ornamental Doors.
in Albuquerque, has returned home
Loretwas
at
cises
Minims
held
of
the
and is again filling her position
as
to Academy this morning, a large
bookkeeper at the Sanitarium.
Elias Clark, of Alcalde, Rio Arriba crowd of relatives and friends of the
county viho brought his wife to St. little ones being present.
The program, as given in Satura-daj Vincent's for a
surgical operation, has
night's paper, was carried out, all
returned home. Mrs. Clark is recovnumbers being very finely renof
the
ering nicely from the operation.
dered.
"The Legend of the Mountain
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EASY WAY TO SQUELCH
PRESIDENTIAL AMBITIONS.
Mexican Candidate Thrown Into Jail
Incommunicado for His

Temerity.

I

A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

buinpaii.

16, 1910.

Cheerfulness and a bright disposition during the months before baby comes,
are among the greatest blessings a mother can bestow upon the little life about
to begin. Her happiness and physical comfort will largely govern the proper
development of the health and nature of the child. Mother's Friend contributes
much to the mother's happiness and health by the relief and mental comfort it
affords. It is a liniment composed of penetrating oils and medicines which
lubricate the muscles and tendons of the body, soothe the swollen mammary
glands, cause a gradual expansion of the skin and tissues, and aid in the relief
of nausea. The regular use of Mother's Friend greatly lessens the pain and
danger when baby comes, and assures a quick and natural recovery for the
mother. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stares. Write for our free book, containing valuable information for expectant Mothers.
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at the Elks'. feet by some sharp instrument.
In addition to the other injuries inMrs. Mara- jlin Phelan of Las Cruces, en route to flicted, the girl's front hair was
sheared and torn from her liead by
(Continued From Page Two.)
jFlaustaff, Ariz., yesterday lost herthe thugs.
,j(.;i t ;in(i pocitet DOOK at Aiouquer- The girl was taken from her room
Stop and see the Electric Wash Tub que. The railroad gave her free transshe slept beside her little sister
where
F.
S.
Water & Light port at ion. The pocket book with the
in operation.
was not disturbed.
who
a
trunk
and
the
Co.
but
ticket
y gone
furnish any
The family cannot
Remember, it's still vaudeville and chrck, was found later,
new pictures at. the Elks' tonight.
That great Shakespear- - theory for the attack.
According to physicians the young;
Woman Sentenced for Vagrancy
(Ja
tragedy at the Elks' tonight.
several days old.
Mariana Valasquez de Sanchez was
ve clean your house thoroughly woman's injuries are
the physicians
and
Both
the
police
for
in
to
with
sentenced
sixty days
vag- without removing anything,
jail
are mystified by the girl's account of
the
at Albuquerque yesterday.
men
who
understand
perienced
she
Clovis Eating House Burned The business, for the small price of one the affair in which she declares
mutilated
and
by
was
overpowered
Ponales lunch house at Clovis, Curry dollar an hour. S. F. Water & Light
after enher
who
two
men,
drugged
50
structure
frame
60
a
by
Co.
county,
tering her room in the night. Detecfeet, was burned to the ground night
at Albuquerque
Bruta, Murder
tives discredit the girl's story.
before last.
Tiiis moraine at 1:30 o'clock, PioquinExamination of the burns on the
Played Ball for $500 An exciting'
niH was murdered on the Coal ave- legs and foot hy Dr. J. F.
girl's
baseball game between the Alma and nue viaduct at Albuquerque.
The po
showed
that she is much less
Mogollou teams in western Socorro lice have a description of the two
burned than had been first
seriously
county, for $500, on Sunday, resulted
who sent a bullet crash- reported.
in a victory for the Mogollon team. highwaymen
ean. jum
ii" into meir victims
It your nouse neeos cleaning pnone
wag with Djaz whpn the hoW EITHER PRIZE FIGHT
Waus and we will do the rest. S. F.
OR A FAKE.
up occurred. The deceased was thirty
ter & Light Co.
years of age and has a wife and two
exVaudeville
without
High Class
children at Silaoa, Mexico. He had
(Continued from Page One.)
;tra charge tonight.. Elks' theater.
$ 15.55 on his person when found.
Broke Both Arms Mrs. John J.
each other out," he said, "it is a prize
Bell, at Silver City, had both arms MISS MARY DELGADO WAS
fight and against the law. If they do
broken by a fall out of a carriage.
HORRIBLY MUTILATED. not contemplate knocking each other
The vehicle ran over a large amole
out,
apprehend it is a fake and
stump and the jar threw out the Oakland, Cal.,
Has Mystery That ought to be stopped."
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
20 to 60c a dz

da wrappers from our Oranges seed
Save
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago 111., and get a nice
Silver .Plated Orange Spoon.
6--

1

j

F. ANDREWS

Phone No. 4.

j

y

j
i

Ptoae

1

that in such an event he would

Ker-ga- n

Fresh every day, picked ripe shipped on ice, fine
flavor 15c. Everything the market affords in

i

M

FUNERAL YESTERDAY OF
MRS. ROBERTO MONTOYA.

Under Auspices of Fraternal Union

SPECIAL
SALE

-

SPECIAL

LUCES & EMBR01PER1ES

1

woman.
Sole and exclusive agents for Richmond Electric Suction Cleaner, S. F.
Water & Light Co.
Will Play Good Ball Baseball fans
will have an opportunity to witness
a game worth while on Sunday at Santa Fe baseball park, Salmon Grays
t.vs. Las Vegas. Free conveyances to
the grounds for all, music by the
band, and a good time generally.
Do away with "Blue Monday" and
have your washing done by electricity.
S. F. Water & Light Co.
Ladies Aid Society
Meeting The
Ladies' Aid Society of St. John's Meth- odist Episcopal church will meet in
the basement of tihe church on Friday, June 17, at 2:30 o'clock in the
afternoon, instead of at the home of
Mrs. Davis as had been announced.
Any one using brooms can afford
Electric Suction Cleaner. Phone us
and our representative will call and
explain. S. F. Water & Light Co.
Oh! You Companies E and F, are
proud of your flag, but see how Co,

SALE

iust received our new Stock of this
W e have
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. AH new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

CO

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

I

'

EUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

j

j

Baffles Police Girl's Story
Seems to Be Doubted,

Oakland, Cal., June 16. Bound and
gagged and with her feet, arms and
limbs burned and horribly mutilated,
Miss Mary Delgado, a
girl,
was found half dead on the front
porch of her home. The victim was
picked up by her brotlher, Frank Delgado, who stumbled over the body.
The girl was stiff and blue with the
cold and splotches of blood from the
wounds on her arms and feet, covered
her night gown and a sheet which was
wound around the lower part of her
Her hands were securely tied
body.
behind her with one of her own stockings, while the mate was tightly bound
around her throat.
The nature of the corrosive acid
used in burning the girl's feet, both of
which are literally cooked, is unknown. A hot iron was apparently
used on the soles of the feet and
holes had been bored clear through
the bone of each of the toes on both

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
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T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.
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RnOTI ILAbS CORRICK'S HACK LINE
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Will Defy the Law.
Ben Lomond, Calif., June 16. Jeffries received a telegram from Rickard today, in which the promoter declared that the figlht probably will be
held at San Francisco after all, but
failed to state why he thought so
Jeffries was in high spirits after reading it. "Any old place suits me," declared Jeffries. "Sooner than miss my
chance to meet Johnson now, I'd box
If you are in need of anything,
him in private. I want Rickard and a New Mexican Want Ad.
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Cents.

OF CHARGE TOand FROM.the
Brooklyn, Explorer and Talley Ho First
trip being made at 1 o'clock from Plaza.
Grand Stand 15 Cents.
SANTA FE BAND WILL FURNISH MUSIC
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vf.."aTi

AT S A.NTA FE BASE BALL PARK

Buggies and Saddle Horses

$.,
EgW..n&.M
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state.

ays
GAME CALLED AT 280
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BASE BALL EXCURSION
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Deserves to Lose It.
Tex Rickard figures that the promoters will lose in the neighborhood
of $50,000, already obligated, if the
fight is prevented.
Governor of Utah Stands Pat.
Salt Lake, Utah June 16. A movement to bring the Jeffries-Johnsocontest to this city received a set
back today when Governor Spry positively announced that he saw no reason to change the former expressed
view that it could not be held in this

am

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

of

and Was Largely
Attended.
The funeral of Mrs. Roberto Mon-toy- a
yesterday was largely attended
and was under the auspices of tihe
Fraternal Union of America of which
the deceased was a member. It took
place from the residence of Juan Mon-toy- a
on the south side, the father of
the bereaved husband. The pall bearers were members of the Fraternal
Union. There were many handsome
floral tributes including flowers from
the Fraternal Union, the Foresters,
and the office of the territorial secretary. The remains which looked very
lifelike, reclined in a handsome light
gray casket which the deceased had
picked out herself some time ago in
an undertaking parlor which adjoinIntered her home in Albuquerque.
ment was made in Fairview cemetery.
Eight day mass will be celebrated in
Guadalupe church on Monday morning at 7 o'clock to which relatives
and friends are invited. At Albuquerque, the Sacred Heart Sodality of the
Woman's Catholic Order, accompanied tihe remains to the depot.
America

j
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com-

mence civil action against the governor and attorney general to recover
damages and the expense already undergone to prepare for the fight here.
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Kaufman-Langfor-
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STRAWBERRIES

to know I'm with them in
whatever they do. I think that square
sporting men should stick to them
to the last."
Battle for Law and Decency Begun.
San Francisco, June 16. With a
motion for a permanent injunction
against the
fight and
an application for a temporary red
straining order against the
contest to be filed in the superior court here tomorrow. Attornev
General Webb, will fire the first legal
gun in tne war started on prize fighting by Governor Gillette. Tev Rick
ard today announced immediately that
on an adverse decision he would remove Uhe scene of the
battleground
to some other state. He also states
Jeffries-Johnso-

i

20 to 60c a dz

ORANGES

16, 1910.

Gleason

H. works under it tonight
Lost Ticket and Money

Minor City Topics
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Our Toggery Department is full of cool
wearables for these hot, swellteringdays.
Every man that is introduced to bur
sort of Haberdashery always keeps up
- - - the friendship. - - COOL STRAW HATS in all the latest
styles, Panamas and Leghorns Some
snappy fancy band numbers for swell
young men who want the thing. - COOL NEGLIGEE SHIRTS in many

handsome patterns.

BEAUTIES

IN NECKWEAR.

Smart!

find here, Sir, neckwear of refinement
that is so different from the ordinary.

Snappy!

UNION UNDERWEAR man will find
underwear here that will fill his minds
eye. Mercerized and Elastic knit for
Summer. All sizes.

Different!
COMB, SEE.

CHOICE HOSIERY, and young men,
who appreciate Smart Hosiery for their
Oxfords, can find what they want here.
Guaranteed Hosiery. - - - - - - -

e can't begin to tell you of the exclusive and
rich Summer Toggery, we are now showing.
The Store

of Quality

You

Matfe&m

Sal Q5Ilo

Santa Fe,
New Mexico.

